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Clinique Superbalanced Makeup Foundation for dry combination to oily combination skin types. Oil-free 30ml 4.4 5 74 74 Very Disapointing! Well i had to be honest i was very disapointed in this ground! I paid almost £20 for it and no better than the 8pound foundations, it goes on your face like an oil spill
(yes I did shake it before use) and make my face shiny within 2 hours! If you have oily skin I would NOT recommend this! September 23, 2009 amazing !!!! this foundation is absoultley fab, lasts all day and good coverage. worth every penny. November 15, 2009 Prolonged, good coverage I have acne
scarred skin and sometimes suffer from break outs. This basis is a bit pricey but it did cover most of it. Only concern is that if you have oily skin or are going on vacation, be prepared in areas like your nose to become super oily looking. For some reason this foundation simply gets smart and slimy looking
in any slightly warm weather. I found a flattering shade, and for the most part I liked this foundation, but as soon as my skin (combination) got slightly dry it showed it all off. Not sure that for the price this is worth it February 9, 2010 2 3 4 5 ... 25 next&gt;&gt; + $27.95 Addl. CostsGet it by Tis, Dec 8 - Mon,
Dec 14 from Ronkonkoma, New York • New with box condition • 30 day return - Buyer pays return shippingSuperbalanced Makeup - #03 Ivory (VF-N) - Normal To Oily Skin. Bath &amp; Body. The smart makeup. It is silky smooth after application.. Very easy. This inboxes if plastic wrap or the seal is
broken on the article. See all 5 brand new lists Size: 30ml/1oz Color: No. 03 Ivory Extra 10% Off at Checkout A smart, oil-free liquid foundation Has a silky texture that blends seamlessly with skin Delivers moisture while absorbing excess oil Provides moderate, adjustable coverage Provides a smooth,
smooth, natural &amp; flawless finish Ideal for dry combination to combination oiled skin Rated 4.52 out of 5 stars1060 ReviewsMost helpful positive reviewI've found Superbalanced Makeup to be a truly wonderful product. The coverage is easy, yet effective. It never collects in my skin folds, and keeps
me looking fresh and lovely all day long. As a 53 year old professional, I don't have time to wonder if my makeup needs to be stirred up before an afternoon meeting. I apply Superbalanced Makeup in the morning and have confidence all day long that I look my best. Most Helpful Critical ReviewI've been
using Superbalanced Makeup from Clinique since I've been in my 30s and loved it. For some reason now, the formula seems to be thicker and looks worm-like. I asked Clinique's specialist in the store if she knew it was changing and she wasn't aware. When on Ulta the other day, another woman told me
that she experienced the same thing with her new bottle and has to another brand of foundation. I noticed that my old bottle said Made in the US US now the new says Made in Canada. I'm sorry I can no longer use Superbalanced and now have to change brands. Clinique- if you did change an ingredient
or formula, please bring back the old version. Sad to go! Reviewed by 1060 customers4Ldy4th from Jefferson City MOI really like the formula for this make up. But they stop making the color I use. It is very difficult to tell from the display which new color is closest to what I used. Disappointing because it
may be too easy. I know I can return but how do I choose a replacement? The Covid situation probably has a role to play in this situation. This foundation has good coverage4Jin from portland, orLooks natural. I have some winkles and better to use itNatural looks with great coverage5Teri from DCThis
foundation has good coverage and still looks natural. I'm having trouble getting red, but don't want a heavy finish.love the product!!! 4Sarah from portland, orI feel comfortable after using my face. I recommend this basis. I love this foundation4Andy from portland, orGood using, good productLightweight
structure and ideal coverage5iaia from DEFully absorbed into the skin, covers wrinkles, does not irritate the skin &amp; has a natural healthy look5 STARS5yu from OregonIt is good in every way and worth buying. Great Feel!5Price from Seven Lakes, NCI loves this makeup! It runs at low weight, but has
excellent coverage. I highly recommend! Perfect Coverage5Rachel from Columbus, OHClinique if you read this give us a pump for this foundation! It is impossible to get the product out and overall very messy. Outside it is the product itself incrediblePerfect for my hypersensitive skin!5Mama Mayo from
Milwaukie OregonThis is the only foundation that works for me. My crazy sensitive skin reacts to almost all SPF products, but thankfully this one is SPF free. It goes smoothly, and covers my uneven skin tone. it also helps hide the pores on my nose. Love this! Flawless finish, poor packaging4Kmn68 from
Georgetown, txBack on the day, it was balanced makeup base, which I wore in the 80s and early 90s. I really like this super version. It goes on very smoothly and makes my skin look even in tone. No shine or dry stains. It's almost perfect. I just wish it had a pump or that Clinique would give you definite
instructions to get the foundation out of the bottle. I like it4MeSue28 from New YorkThis foundation goes on smooth and provides good medium coverage, helps to even out my uneven skin tone. I still need a cover-up for the worst places, but that applies to most foundations. I've had a hard time finding the
right shade for years, and the consultant helped pick the right shade for my combination skin. My only complaint is that it doesn't seem to last all day until so the consultant also recommended a perfect shade of powder to give it stamina. Not Heavy &amp;; Give A A Look5God's Songstress from LAI've
been wearing super balanced floating foundation for years now and I love it. I like the natural look it offers and long lasting effect. I have sensitive skin, so it works perfectly for me. A little for me goes a long way. I just use a light moisturizer before applying it, then I'm good to go! Bottle size4cas from AZI
loves this foundation, but as another reviewer, Suzie, I agree the smaller bottle is not as good as the larger one. I will be returning it3Nata from AustinI have a combination skin and this foundation leaves me very shinyIt should be rated at 100%!5Cheffie74 from CincinnatiMy skin has been through a lot,
especially during my 6 months of deployment in Pakistan, the sun has taken that toll, so it has been hit or miss when it comes to finding a bright, natural foundation, and there have been more misses recently Until now! I love this! It doesn't feel heavy, smoothes lines, covers naturally, and gives a soft
glow. I don't even use primer anymore. I use a soft brush to apply and mix and I'm good to go. I'm sold. Love the product but not bottle3Susie from KansasUse this makeup for years. Clinique changed the bottle. The opening is so small that the makeup will not pour out because of the small opening. Many
dislike but I LOVE5JC from TexasCare for light coverage with build able staging results! Fav summer makeup for Texas. I dare say I rotate it with my double clothes by Estée Lauder! An old favorite!5Sally secretary from Walnut, CAI has been using this makeup for the last 30+ years. Always wanted to
look my best in the office but not too done. Clinique Superbalanced was exactly what I was looking for and stayed with all these years! Thanks Clinique! Amazing products4Lise35 from FloridaIt fits my skinI stick to the best!5Nicole from AZYou can use this for a light cover up or build up for full coverage I
live in Arizona so the summers are disgustingly hot! This doesn't cause me to break out at all &amp; not melt off as soon as I go out! Great foundation5Lindsey from South DakotaThis is my go-to everyday foundation. Do what it advertises- adds moisture, but subtracts oil. I wear a mask every day for my
job and this is one of the only grounds that doesn't cause breakouts. It's a light coverage on my skin, but covers up spots. However, it tends to wear off at the end of the day. I would buy this product again4? from DubuqueLoved this productI like this brand of product very much. It keeps my skin wel5coco
from portlandI as this brand of product very much. It keeps my skin well. My key to flawless make up5Salome from DelawareI bought this foundation but I wasn't sure in my decision. But from even the first use of the foundation I think it is one of the best and makes my skin flawless. I would recommend
the foundation to use. Use. Use.
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